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2021-06-03 17:29:10 UTC Rachel Rahman: dogs
2021-06-03 17:29:13 UTC Dulce Ruiz: dogs
2021-06-03 17:29:13 UTC Ellen Adams: cats
2021-06-03 17:29:13 UTC Rachel Rahman: no contest
2021-06-03 17:29:14 UTC Julie Gretchen: dogs
2021-06-03 17:29:18 UTC Samantha Kraft: both
2021-06-03 17:29:27 UTC Judith Nielsen: Hi Nick! I’m looking forward to your presentation!
2021-06-03 17:29:42 UTC Rachel Rahman: coffww
2021-06-03 17:29:44 UTC Samantha Kraft: tea
2021-06-03 17:29:44 UTC Judith Nielsen: tea
2021-06-03 17:29:44 UTC Rachel Rahman: coffee
2021-06-03 17:29:46 UTC Dulce Ruiz: coffee
2021-06-03 17:29:47 UTC Ellen Adams: coffee
2021-06-03 17:29:47 UTC Julie Gretchen: coffee
2021-06-03 17:29:48 UTC Kaushiema Glenn: coffee
2021-06-03 17:30:04 UTC Rachel Rahman: chips
2021-06-03 17:30:05 UTC Ellen Adams: chips
2021-06-03 17:30:06 UTC Julie Gretchen: cheese
2021-06-03 17:30:07 UTC Debora Haney: chips
2021-06-03 17:30:09 UTC Kaushiema Glenn: Fruit
2021-06-03 17:30:09 UTC Holly Uttecht: potato chips
2021-06-03 17:30:11 UTC Dulce Ruiz: cheese
2021-06-03 17:30:13 UTC Samantha Kraft: granola bars
2021-06-03 17:30:20 UTC Judith Nielsen: walnuts
2021-06-03 17:30:24 UTC Luisa Nayeli Mercado: Dried spicy mango :)
2021-06-03 17:30:28 UTC Samantha Kraft: now i'm hungry.....
2021-06-03 17:31:05 UTC Vivian Biesiedzinski: For some reason I can not hear you
2021-06-03 17:31:38 UTC Samantha Kraft: try refreshing your browser
2021-06-03 17:31:40 UTC Nick Terrones: vivian you cant hear me?
2021-06-03 17:31:42 UTC Shawn Harris: Good Morning
2021-06-03 17:31:51 UTC Vivian Biesiedzinski: no
2021-06-03 17:32:00 UTC Deana Fanning: Good Morning
2021-06-03 17:32:02 UTC Carolyn Burke: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:07 UTC Samantha Kraft: sometimes the streaming service freezes if your internet is
slow
2021-06-03 17:32:07 UTC Deana Fanning: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:19 UTC Judith Nielsen: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:19 UTC Ashley Chiles: Yes
2021-06-03 17:32:30 UTC Julie Gretchen: can't see it anymore
2021-06-03 17:32:44 UTC Carolyn Burke: yess
2021-06-03 17:32:45 UTC Shawn Harris: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:46 UTC Debora Haney: Yes
2021-06-03 17:32:46 UTC Julie Gretchen: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:46 UTC Ellen Adams: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:48 UTC Deana Fanning: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:49 UTC Kathleen Keefe: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:49 UTC Vivian Biesiedzinski: I see the mute button and it is muted; I can not get it to
turn on
2021-06-03 17:32:49 UTC Samantha Kraft: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:51 UTC Nina Ballew: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:51 UTC Sirena Haddock: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:52 UTC Judith Nielsen: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:55 UTC Makyla Melonson: yes
2021-06-03 17:32:55 UTC Holly Uttecht: yes
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2021-06-03 17:32:56 UTC Ebonee Hines: yes! tuning in from Duwamish and Stilliguamish land
2021-06-03 17:33:08 UTC Rachel Rahman: yes
2021-06-03 17:35:01 UTC Chryssa Best: yes
2021-06-03 17:35:46 UTC Vivian Biesiedzinski: still cant hear you Nick; shows me you are muted
2021-06-03 17:36:10 UTC Samantha Kraft: hover over the screen until you see 3 dots and see if you can
unmute him
2021-06-03 17:36:51 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: AHH! We call her Basket Ogress...she is
scary!
2021-06-03 17:37:00 UTC Kaushiema Glenn: Vivian Biesiedzinski mine shows muted too but I can hear
him, I think maybe that means we are muted?
2021-06-03 17:37:13 UTC Kathleen Keefe: Vivian Biesiedzinski muted that happened to me yesterday.
Click out of the conference and come back in . It workd for me.
2021-06-03 17:38:07 UTC Judith Nielsen: Duwamish Tribe still working for federal recognition: Sign
petition to help reinstate recognition of the tribe—- change.org/p/federal-recognition-for-the-duwamish-
tribe
2021-06-03 17:39:53 UTC Chryssa Best: I first heard that story at Daybreak Star from Roger Fernandes!
Thank you
2021-06-03 17:40:17 UTC Shawn Harris: exploration
2021-06-03 17:40:23 UTC Noemi Mendez: Being able to explore our environment
2021-06-03 17:40:27 UTC Michelle Cottrell: fishing with my dad
2021-06-03 17:40:27 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Spending time with my grandparents
2021-06-03 17:40:29 UTC Rachel Rahman: digging
2021-06-03 17:40:30 UTC Anastasia Samuelsen: freedom from adults
2021-06-03 17:40:40 UTC Chryssa Best: being in the woods with friends
2021-06-03 17:40:41 UTC Cheryl Vlach: Outside explorations of nature with open ended time
2021-06-03 17:40:42 UTC Makyla Melonson: exploration and joy
2021-06-03 17:40:45 UTC Ebonee Hines: Imagination and make believe
2021-06-03 17:40:47 UTC Susan MacCleary: Mud pies, feeling free and happy
2021-06-03 17:40:48 UTC Judith Nielsen: Creative engagement in the environment
2021-06-03 17:40:53 UTC Janine Meyers: Imagination
2021-06-03 17:40:55 UTC Lisa Jorgensen: Playing basketball with my siblings in the rain.
2021-06-03 17:40:55 UTC Debora Haney: learning to navigate and explore with others
2021-06-03 17:40:58 UTC Holly Uttecht: digging little trenches in my cousins backyard to make a
systems of rivers and see what we could float through it
2021-06-03 17:40:58 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole-freedom...mud play.. messy...enjoyment
2021-06-03 17:41:08 UTC Rachel Eddy: https://www.duwamishtribe.org/land-acknowledgement
2021-06-03 17:41:25 UTC Lisa Jorgensen: Horseback riding
2021-06-03 17:41:42 UTC Rachel Eddy: I like this as a starting place for a living land acknowledgment
that uses the words of first nations themselves.
2021-06-03 17:41:44 UTC Lisa Rivera-Smith: imaginative play
2021-06-03 17:41:58 UTC Monique Antionette: Playing in the trees, on the docks, riding bikes. I was a
whole tomboy so where ever we could be rough.
2021-06-03 17:42:16 UTC Rachel Eddy: Our church adapted it for our services and I thought others
might appreciate it as well
2021-06-03 17:42:39 UTC Rachel Eddy: role playing and storytelling
2021-06-03 17:42:41 UTC Miriam Zmiewski-Angelova: Trying to build airplanes, cars and contraptions
from stuff we found in the alleys in west-side Chicago.
2021-06-03 17:42:47 UTC Liane Nakano: playing hide and seek in the tall, tall, grass
2021-06-03 17:43:35 UTC Brandee Mayton : Imagination, playing outside, not coming in until street
lights came on. Definitely not the electronics like nowadays
2021-06-03 17:44:02 UTC Brandee Mayton : cops and robbers
2021-06-03 17:44:13 UTC Chryssa Best: Whoa!
2021-06-03 17:44:30 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole- Yikes!
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2021-06-03 17:44:46 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: The messages we learn....so shows up in our
play
2021-06-03 17:45:08 UTC Dallas Klein: Do you need closed captioning? You can turn this feature on
instantly in Google Chrome! See instructions here - https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/10538231?
hl=en
2021-06-03 17:45:08 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole- Totally Renee
2021-06-03 17:48:12 UTC Cheryl Vlach: Ouch! Well, stated and will give me much to reflect on. . .
2021-06-03 17:48:14 UTC Shawn Harris: THANK YOU FOR THAT! ! ! i AGREE
2021-06-03 17:48:31 UTC Kieyanna Jenkins: Sharing info on professional development hours. For
STARS/MERIT: You will receive a link to a short, virtual “STARS Hours Request Form” following the
institute. Please complete this form as soon as possible in order to receive your STARS Hours. For Clock
Hours: You will receive a link to a feedback form specific to Clock Hours following the institute.
2021-06-03 17:48:42 UTC Chryssa Best: Great re-framing!
2021-06-03 17:49:04 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: I grew up 60 miles east of Los Angeles. This
resonates with me.
2021-06-03 17:49:06 UTC Judith Nielsen: Elevating the system—- Yes! Well said, Nick!
2021-06-03 17:49:32 UTC Kieyanna Jenkins: So true. Thank you Nick Terrones
2021-06-03 17:52:04 UTC Holly Uttecht: Are there slides we should be seeing?
2021-06-03 17:52:16 UTC Holly Uttecht: thank you!
2021-06-03 17:52:55 UTC Judith Nielsen: ”identity begins its meandering process “ I love that!
2021-06-03 17:54:26 UTC Kenneth Sherman: Yes! Thank you for including the brain science.
2021-06-03 17:54:51 UTC Shawn Harris: Love Brain Development!
2021-06-03 18:00:47 UTC Samantha Kraft: Stereotype that boys are aggressive, girls are not
2021-06-03 18:01:13 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Only girls should wear dress up clothes and
like housekeeping areas in class
2021-06-03 18:01:23 UTC Monique Antionette: `Stereotype that boys like to get messy, not girls.
2021-06-03 18:01:25 UTC Nina Ballew: Our gender bias promotes division between how boys and girls
should play
2021-06-03 18:01:30 UTC Tara Hofmann: More caution with observing girl's physical play
2021-06-03 18:01:41 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Rough and tumble play is bad
2021-06-03 18:01:42 UTC Nina Ballew: @Tara ^^ yes.
2021-06-03 18:01:42 UTC Ashley Chiles: That boys do rough play and girls shouldn’t, it’s not “ladylike”
2021-06-03 18:01:49 UTC Judith Nielsen: We have a bias for recognizing boys’ needs for rough and
tumble play, and forget the importance for girls, as well
2021-06-03 18:01:55 UTC Rachel Rahman: I had a parent express that she didn't want girl to fall and get
scar
2021-06-03 18:02:02 UTC Monique Antionette: No audio
2021-06-03 18:02:02 UTC Rachel Eddy: I am a white mom raising white daughters. My oldest is a
kinetic learner who has a reading disability and sensory processing disorder. She excels at STEM and
wants to be an entomologist (bugs are her favorite). She is also a petite blonde girl and a people pleaser. It
is a struggle to get adults to see her as a scientist who thrives on mess and movement.
2021-06-03 18:02:06 UTC Lisa Conley: what they should or shouldn't be playing with
2021-06-03 18:03:27 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Yessss!
2021-06-03 18:03:30 UTC Samantha Kraft: I have boys who like pink and taking care of babies and
using the cleaning tools...and the parents don't want them to do "feminine activities" and wear pink
2021-06-03 18:03:59 UTC Samantha Kraft: Very strong cultural perspectives in the family
2021-06-03 18:04:45 UTC Kieyanna Jenkins: For those who are having trouble with audio. Hover your
curser in the top right corner of the video square, you'll see 3 dots that are the participant’s controls. Click
on the unmute to hear audio.
2021-06-03 18:05:16 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Rough and tumble play is for kids with no
manners
2021-06-03 18:05:25 UTC Chryssa Best: eek
2021-06-03 18:05:36 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: that was hard to type lol
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2021-06-03 18:05:37 UTC Samantha Kraft: It's for aggressive kids who can't interact "nicely" with
others
2021-06-03 18:05:40 UTC Chryssa Best: dangerous
2021-06-03 18:06:10 UTC Holly Uttecht: famiies with more money may lean more on organized sports
vs. rough and tumble play
2021-06-03 18:06:14 UTC Samantha Kraft: It's not acceptable in school.
2021-06-03 18:06:23 UTC Tara Hofmann: Assumptions about parenting or home life
2021-06-03 18:06:35 UTC Samantha Kraft: It's seen as aggression rather than the need for a child to
move their body.
2021-06-03 18:06:41 UTC Ashley Chiles: rough play viewed as not being intellectual
2021-06-03 18:07:13 UTC Cheryl Vlach: All behaviors are telling us something - what is their desire to
be rough & tumble trying to tell us?
2021-06-03 18:07:13 UTC Chryssa Best: It's dangerous to climb trees but climbing walls are great to
practice on
2021-06-03 18:07:17 UTC Judith Nielsen: Tace and class—- in white families, lots of emphasis on
organized programs and sports, rather than free play
2021-06-03 18:08:11 UTC Ashley Chiles: I’m from the south, black boys tend to be pushed towards
football. It’s like a rite of passage
2021-06-03 18:08:17 UTC Samantha Kraft: Rough play makes the kids seem "dangerous."
2021-06-03 18:08:47 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole-when parents are paying a lot for a school, they don't
like seeing rough and tumble play. They want to see learning. They ARE learning but its just something I
have seen.
2021-06-03 18:08:54 UTC Rachel Eddy: When we applied to enroll her in STEM pre-school, her
amazing teacher said that she was one of only a handful of girls to apply because parents and teachers
would filter girls out of STEM starting at 2 and 3.I thought that was sad.She ended up being one of 3 girls
in a 15 kid class.At 10, she has broken down in tears saying she will never be a scientist because she can't
read or sit still well enough to pass standardized tests.I love hearing about teachers who know how to see
kids like her.
2021-06-03 18:09:15 UTC Rachel Eddy: Sorry I am behind. Typing follow up comment took time.
2021-06-03 18:10:52 UTC Noemi Mendez: White children get the "benefit of the doubt" compare to
BIPOC children
2021-06-03 18:10:53 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: They misunderstand us
2021-06-03 18:11:05 UTC Sabrina Adikes Chmielowiec: Students of color are assumed to be
untrustworthy
2021-06-03 18:11:11 UTC Ebonee Hines: As less than. As somehow broken.
2021-06-03 18:11:11 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: We are not allowed to make mistakes
2021-06-03 18:11:14 UTC Shawn Harris: They view them as animals to be trained not educated
2021-06-03 18:11:16 UTC Chryssa Best: too loud and too rough :(
2021-06-03 18:11:23 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole-less than
2021-06-03 18:11:32 UTC Brandee Mayton : People of color are watched more compared to white
children
2021-06-03 18:11:33 UTC Rachel Eddy: outside of "normal" - whatever that means
2021-06-03 18:11:37 UTC Vivian Biesiedzinski: PIBOC children need to live up to white established
shool standards
2021-06-03 18:11:57 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: "Don't misspell words, always re-read threw
things because they already think you don't know enough"
2021-06-03 18:11:58 UTC Noemi Mendez: Devalued
2021-06-03 18:12:11 UTC Rachel Eddy: perceived as "older" with developmentally inappropriate
expectations
2021-06-03 18:12:21 UTC Diana Lian: more scrutiny in everything; corrected immediately thinking it
will help
2021-06-03 18:14:12 UTC Cheryl Vlach: I've seen emotion charts where students of color were pictured
for the 'negative' strong emotions far more than the white children. :(
2021-06-03 18:14:26 UTC Ebonee Hines: right!!
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2021-06-03 18:14:27 UTC Brandee Mayton : By the time they are 7 years old, white children perceive
that black children feel less pain (Samarrai, 2014),
2021-06-03 18:15:41 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Our emotions are "more frightening"
2021-06-03 18:17:11 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: adultification is so true.
2021-06-03 18:18:07 UTC Anastasia Samuelsen: I've witnessed white teachers not wanting to comfort
Black children physically, not hug them as readily as they do white children. This is evidence of deeply
rooted racism/fear based human interaction.
2021-06-03 18:18:11 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole-yes
2021-06-03 18:19:33 UTC Rachel Eddy: We had a four year old black girl enroll in our program last year
after being expelled from *3* other pre-schools for behavior. She was one of the sweetest, brightest
children you could hope to have in a class.
2021-06-03 18:19:52 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: How we view play, is rooted in our individual
perspectives...and that is dangerous
2021-06-03 18:20:12 UTC Rachel Rahman: I have this fear of other parents misinterpreting rough and
tumble play
2021-06-03 18:20:42 UTC Diana Lian: This makes sense... i just wonder how you would navigate
conversations with teachers or parents who see the rough and tumble play as dangerous or a liability.....
2021-06-03 18:20:58 UTC Rachel Eddy: They said she was disruptive and would not engage or pay
attention, but that was absolutely the opposite of our experience. I have no idea what those teachers were
seeing.
2021-06-03 18:21:01 UTC Brandee Mayton : Walter Gilliam found that preschool teachers judge those
children’s behaviors differently based on race. It’s sad
2021-06-03 18:21:51 UTC Simone Mack: I feel that along side with lack of understanding of rough play
is a lack of educating and supporting kids to advocate for their own boundaries. If a child is able to
communicate a boundary during rough play, this would largely midigate any potential percieved harm that
might happen
2021-06-03 18:21:59 UTC Samantha Kraft: Our classrooms aren't set up for rough play - we don't have
cushioned mat or the physical space (too much furniture, not enough open space)
2021-06-03 18:22:29 UTC Anastasia Samuelsen: we have wrestling at our preschool, with simple rules
and tons of fun
2021-06-03 18:22:42 UTC Ashley Chiles: I was just thinking how beneficial it would be for parents to
know this information to advocate for their children, but I think that goes back to your earlier statements
of changing the system then parents wouldn’t even have to advocate in such ways
2021-06-03 18:22:49 UTC Rachel Eddy: She was active, but would sit through circle, meals, and stories
more readily than most kids. The teacher said she was always positively engaged. I work in family support
and most of my engagement with the family was reassuring them that she was awesome and had tons of
strengths that would take her where she wanted to go.
2021-06-03 18:23:06 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole- we used to wrestle too on mats and have referee's
(other children) and have rules around safety.
2021-06-03 18:23:16 UTC Anastasia Samuelsen: hell yes to boxing!!!
2021-06-03 18:23:24 UTC Rachel Eddy: Ashley Chiles Yes!
2021-06-03 18:23:26 UTC Brandee Mayton : People don’t want to talk about race. People are afraid
others will get defensive, accused of playing the race card, afraid they will be blamed.
2021-06-03 18:24:09 UTC Samantha Kraft: Things for kids to push, wiggle cars to ride on, things to
jump on (stepping stones)....big body movements are what the kids want to do, not sitting and practicing
ABCs all the time
2021-06-03 18:24:21 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: And we were all told to be colorblind.
2021-06-03 18:24:34 UTC Cheryl Vlach: Good question, Rebecca. Can anyone offer suggestions? Our
program prefers to just avoid it. :(
2021-06-03 18:25:11 UTC Diana Lian: i also wonder how to talk with families around at what age rough
and tumble play is "allowable"...... I feel like folks interpret it differently at different ages of the
participants.
2021-06-03 18:25:37 UTC Noemi Mendez: BIPOC children have to deal with institutional oppression
and racism from society, government and school system. These topics such as differences, racism and
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social injustice has to be talked about with young children and families. Being "uncomfortable" is not an
excuse! We need to do and be better for our students!!
2021-06-03 18:25:46 UTC Chryssa Best: They aren't going to have to stay in from recess for running -
misbehaing in class
2021-06-03 18:26:21 UTC Cheryl Vlach: Thank you, Samantha. We do have and are working toward
more of those options.
2021-06-03 18:26:41 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole- I feel like before I started having conversations with
families around rough play (the importance etc.) it was just seen as "kids being wild" allowing them to do
what they want.
2021-06-03 18:30:14 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: That gets so lost - we are so focused on
teacher-to-child and not much about child to child interactions
2021-06-03 18:30:42 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: that in itself is a cultural idea of individuality
and not a collective cultural view
2021-06-03 18:31:20 UTC Cheryl Vlach: I appreciate what you are saying about balance. When working
w/ kids who have experienced trauma we have to first work at creating relationship, trust and safety so
they can participate freely
2021-06-03 18:37:48 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole 100%!
2021-06-03 18:39:25 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole- I think its also building that relationship with families
and caregivers.
2021-06-03 18:40:03 UTC Brandee Mayton : knowledge is power
2021-06-03 18:43:48 UTC Chryssa Best: Great distinction
2021-06-03 18:44:31 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: That is sucha good one! Just ask the kids....are
you having fun?
2021-06-03 18:45:09 UTC Samantha Kraft: How do weapons come into play? We have kids who like to
build weapons but then try to use them on peers? We've had to make a rule that we just don't have
weapons at school because kids are getting upset when peers shoot at them....suggestions on how to make
it safe and acceptable?
2021-06-03 18:46:21 UTC Rachel Rahman: instead of weapons-imaginary water balloons?
2021-06-03 18:46:55 UTC Samantha Kraft: We've tried having them make water squirters or similar
things, and it just plays out the same as if it was a weapon.
2021-06-03 18:47:16 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole-yeah.. I agree, Nick. It can definitely be tricky though
with families.
2021-06-03 18:48:07 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole- so sad..
2021-06-03 18:48:59 UTC Rachel Rahman: that could be triggering...?
2021-06-03 18:49:23 UTC Rachel Eddy: Talk about consent...? Does Aimee want to play this game? It's
okay if our friends don't always want to play the same way as we do, etc.
2021-06-03 18:50:39 UTC Brandee Mayton : our school district does not allow play “shooting”
2021-06-03 18:51:34 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Same as ours.
2021-06-03 18:51:35 UTC Brandee Mayton : personally I don’t think it is appropriate even kiddos in the
neighborhood that play shooting, or using gestures to cut a throat, even play pointing gun at other kiddos
and saying bang
2021-06-03 18:51:47 UTC Rachel Rahman: I'm afraid that a person of color could just make a finger gun
at police and get shot-maybe sounds like an exaggeration but these days...
2021-06-03 18:52:03 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: We need to ask why for sure
2021-06-03 18:53:48 UTC Samantha Kraft: Thanks
2021-06-03 18:53:48 UTC Chryssa Best: Thank you this is really important - just because something is
uncomfortable - doesn't mean we should exclude it.
2021-06-03 18:53:53 UTC Rachel Rahman: maybe a supervised therapeutic environment to engage in
play dealing with trauma would be helpful
2021-06-03 18:54:28 UTC Rachel Eddy: Brandee Mayton We don't allow it in our family, and have had
several conversations with our kids about respecting other families who approach things differently. It's
hard because @Rachel Rahman is correct about real risk, and the points raised about re-opening trauma
are valid, but it is also a way that kids process and giving them safe space to explore has value as well
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2021-06-03 18:55:23 UTC Deana Fanning: This is also an opportunity for partnering with families so
that everyone is on the same page.
2021-06-03 18:55:28 UTC Brandee Mayton : if you take it further even at a gun range it is illegal to put
up someone’s picture for target practice. I think districts saying no to play shooting is easier because of the
fear piece? I do believe we should engage with our students if they continue feeling like they need to play
shooting. Maybe it’s something internally they are struggling with.
2021-06-03 18:55:49 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Superhero play is controversal
2021-06-03 18:57:00 UTC Rachel Eddy: Brandee Mayton True. Nothing happens in a vacuum. Context
matters.
2021-06-03 18:57:01 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: back to the idea of are we promting equity? or
are we infusing what we as adults think they are playing at?
2021-06-03 18:57:09 UTC Brandee Mayton : Or pretend sword playing ?
2021-06-03 18:58:40 UTC Brandee Mayton : I think if we saw more sword deaths on the news they
would ban sword playing.
2021-06-03 18:58:59 UTC Paulina Cuevas Vega: exploring the perceptions behind the behavior to really
understand and be able to support
2021-06-03 18:59:33 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Superhero play is imaginative
2021-06-03 18:59:42 UTC Samantha Kraft: Saving people versus hurting people?
2021-06-03 18:59:44 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: working through ideas of good and evil...
2021-06-03 18:59:49 UTC Paulina Cuevas Vega: yes, agree
2021-06-03 19:00:02 UTC Samantha Kraft: what is "good" and what is "bad"
2021-06-03 19:00:03 UTC Chryssa Best: Comes to the meaning of the play - the purpose -
2021-06-03 19:00:16 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: And learning how to stop when others don't
like the kind of play
2021-06-03 19:00:41 UTC Holly Uttecht: It feels like trying to make children be politically correct when
a magic wand is okay but a gun is not
2021-06-03 19:00:52 UTC Paulina Cuevas Vega: opening spaces of communication, of critical thinking.
So they can explore ideas and grow from every experience
2021-06-03 19:01:06 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: We take that initate development opportunity
within children when we have zero tolerance policies
2021-06-03 19:01:32 UTC Monique Antionette: This is one of those areas there's a lot of gray.
2021-06-03 19:01:43 UTC Chryssa Best: Figuring out where your body ends and another body starts
takes time to figure out
2021-06-03 19:01:55 UTC Samantha Kraft: My sister and I used to wrestle with our dad when we were
little. We didn't know when to stop....until we got hurt - then we stopped. We didn't listen to our parents
telling us to stop, so we had to learn the hard way.
2021-06-03 19:01:56 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: LOL
2021-06-03 19:02:04 UTC Chryssa Best: :)
2021-06-03 19:02:09 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Same
2021-06-03 19:02:12 UTC Samantha Kraft: Poisoned, frozen, trapped, put in jail....
2021-06-03 19:02:38 UTC Samantha Kraft: Buried, handcuffed, caught in a spider web....
2021-06-03 19:03:03 UTC Brandee Mayton : It is interesting because rough and tumble play, wrestling,
play fights, combat and media-based play is included in Superhero Play. So deep thinking here....but
children build leadership skills. I think discussing with our children do’s and s
2021-06-03 19:03:34 UTC Brandee Mayton : dont’s of superhero play? Maybe if we set boundaries and
rules?
2021-06-03 19:03:52 UTC Ebonee Hines: And think of the teaching opportunities, such as gun safety or
how to handle a firearm, etc.
2021-06-03 19:05:53 UTC Brandee Mayton : lol no
2021-06-03 19:06:06 UTC Brandee Mayton : Texas yes
2021-06-03 19:07:10 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: I think I have to question our policies
2021-06-03 19:07:48 UTC Rachel Rahman: I felt nervousness regarding gun play
2021-06-03 19:08:25 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: I feel that our view of play inserts adult views
where they don't belong
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2021-06-03 19:08:52 UTC Brandee Mayton : I learned to look at things in a different light, dig deeper in
policies exactly Renee Hernandez Greenfield
2021-06-03 19:09:03 UTC Cheryl Vlach: To view the intent of the play/action; Challenged to continue to
open my veiws; consider this session as I look ahead and begin planning for next year
2021-06-03 19:09:07 UTC Rachel Eddy: Integrating the awesome approaches that came up today into
my discussions with parents. For example, breaking down in more detail how kicking a ball supports
literacy.
2021-06-03 19:09:55 UTC Chryssa Best: Promote more risky and active play / have more conversations
with colleagues about what we are "allowing / not allowing" the brain science around gender opened my
eyes and will fuel more of my conversations with others Thank YOU!
2021-06-03 19:10:39 UTC Brandee Mayton : Thank you for a great session
2021-06-03 19:10:48 UTC Ashley Chiles: I want to observe children more in their natural ways of
playing, talk to the director and owner about how to bring this information back to teachers in our
classrooms. And personally, I’m going to become a mom this year, so this touched me in knowing how
rough play benefits the brain
2021-06-03 19:10:50 UTC Holly Uttecht: This session was eye opening. Thank you Nick!
2021-06-03 19:10:56 UTC Noemi Mendez: It is important to note that a person seeking more knowledge
has to actively listen to a person of color story and experience. Do not get offended if it does not align
with your perspective.
2021-06-03 19:10:58 UTC Lisa Conley: Nichole- Thank you
2021-06-03 19:11:01 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: This was so helpful!
2021-06-03 19:11:04 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Thank you!
2021-06-03 19:11:07 UTC Deana Fanning: Thank you Nick!
2021-06-03 19:11:15 UTC Diana Lian: thank you!
2021-06-03 19:11:18 UTC Lisa Rivera-Smith: Many thanks, Nick!!
2021-06-03 19:11:21 UTC Ashley Chiles: Thank you for your work and sharing!
2021-06-03 19:11:24 UTC Ebonee Hines: Thank you Nick!! Great discussion.
2021-06-03 19:11:26 UTC Cheryl Vlach: Helo, Deanna! :)
2021-06-03 19:11:29 UTC Chryssa Best: Say hi to Rory and Tess!
2021-06-03 19:11:31 UTC Liane Nakano: thank you for sharing your knowledge and experiences
2021-06-03 19:11:31 UTC Noemi Mendez: Thank you!
2021-06-03 19:11:33 UTC Amina Sudduth: Thanks Nick!
2021-06-03 19:11:33 UTC Vivian Biesiedzinski: Thanks
2021-06-03 19:11:34 UTC Deana Fanning: Hi Cheryl!!
2021-06-03 19:11:38 UTC Samantha Kraft: Thanks!
2021-06-03 19:11:40 UTC Chryssa Best: :)
2021-06-03 19:11:40 UTC Monique Antionette: Thank you, it's been quite informative.
2021-06-03 19:11:51 UTC Janine Meyers: Thank you so much!
2021-06-03 19:12:05 UTC Shawn Harris: Thank you
2021-06-03 19:12:20 UTC Tamica Slater: Thank You
2021-06-03 19:12:29 UTC Michelle Cottrell: Thank you!!!!
2021-06-03 19:12:29 UTC Nick Terrones: nickterronesece@gmail.com
2021-06-03 19:12:37 UTC DEEL QPPD City of Seattle: Thank you, Nick!
2021-06-03 19:12:41 UTC Renee Hernandez Greenfield: Thank you!!!!!!!!
2021-06-03 19:12:57 UTC Brandee Mayton : bye
2021-06-03 19:25:35 UTC Kieyanna Jenkins: Sharining info... Session PowerPoints and resources will
be shared following the end of the institute. Also, the Reception and Expo space are available throughout
the event. Feel free to look through for more information.


